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NBK participates in NUKS
annual orientation event
N

ational Bank of Kuwait (NBK) is committed to supporting
the youth of Kuwait in a belief of the role they will have in
building a better future. The bank continues to support initiatives that target their growth and development such as the Annual
orientation event held for students who were accepted in scholarships to study in the United States and which is organized by the
National Union of Kuwait Students (NUKS) - United States
Chapter and held under the patronage of the Minister of Education
and Higher Education, Dr Hamed Al-Aazmi.
The meeting was attended by a large number of students who
were given an overview on NBK’s banking services which will benefit them during their studies, as well as the latest transfer alternatives and payment systems that were designed to fit their lifestyle.
Students positively engaged in the discussions that responded to
their queries about various requirements such as accommodation,
living conditions, laws and regulations they need to be aware of, as
well as the teaching systems and skills they are expected to acquire.
Commenting on the bank’s ongoing support of NUKS, General
Manager of Consumer Banking Group, National Bank of Kuwait
Mohammad Al Othman said, “NBK continues to lead in providing
the necessary support to Kuwaiti students abroad and the youth
segment in general. This comes as part of our ongoing investment in
serving every segment of the society and providing them with services and products that cater to their lifestyles and evolving needs.”
Al Othman affirmed that NBK is the only Kuwaiti bank to be
present in the United States through its New York branch which is

part of its large network of branches, representative offices and
subsidiaries located in major business and financial capitals around
the world. He added: “We have carefully listened to the concerns of
our young customers, the challenges they may face, and the services that the bank can provide them with to facilitate their daily financial transactions. We assure them that we at NBK always place their
well being and banking aspirations ahead of our priorities.”
Among the many benefits and services offered to students are
the toll free numbers, advantageous features offered by the prepaid
cards, as well as the US Dollar prepaid card which can be reloaded
by the family of the student. NBK gives students access to its services through toll free numbers when calling from outside of Kuwait
to assist and respond to their banking inquiries. These numbers are
available free of charge and around the clock in nine of the most
popular travel destinations which comprise: United States, United
Kingdom, Canada, France, Germany, Turkey, Italy, Spain and UAE.
NBK’s toll free number in the United States is 1-885-577-7625.
The bank can also be contacted by the NBK WhatsApp number
+965 1801801 which is also available around the clock. NBK
Services are as well available at the convenience of customers
through NBK Mobile Banking and NBK Online Banking. NBK provides its banking services to customers worldwide thanks to its
large network which covers four continents. The bank is present in
leading financial centers including Geneva, London, New York,
Paris, Shanghai and Singapore, as well as regionally in Bahrain,
Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and UAE.

French School of Kuwait
achieves outstanding results

T

he French School of Kuwait
announced that it had
achieved 95 percent success
in the French Baccalaureate well
known for its demand on the academic performance. 66 percent of
candidates received an honorable
mention or very honorable: Three
candidates received special con-

Burgan Bank
holds summer
workshop

K

eeping up with the latest creative
interests of the community, Burgan
Bank has collaborated with Floward,
a premium flower and gifts store, by holding
a free workshop for its Youth Account holders. Ensuring its vibrant youth segment are
met with diverse, modern trends and prefer-

gratulations from the jury due to an
average of more than 18/20. More
than that most of our students
could enter the most prestigious
universities and schools around the
world, in France of course, but even
in other countries for studies followed through French, English or
Arabic languages.

ences, the innovative workshop was conducted at the Residence Inn by Marriott in
Kuwait City. Three workshop sessions were
organized due to high demand from youth
customers especially since it’s during the
summer vacation.
The youth account is dedicated for young
individuals, between the ages of 15 to 25 who
seek to attain a successful future. Account
holders receive an instant KD 50 upon student allowance transfer and while also
receiving a free prepaid MasterCard and an
ATM cardwhich entitles them to discounts at
selective merchants thus insuring innovative
and one of a kind servicesfor its customers.

LOYAC recently hosted a conclusion ceremony and exhibition for its ‘Loyac Jr’ program at its headquarters. During the ceremony, children were given the chance to showcase their arts and other works they’ve done during the summer program.

